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A matraidal family of graphs is a set .&#@ of connected finite graphs such that for every 
finite graph G the edge sets of thlose subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to some element of 
Ju are the circuits of a matroid en the edge set of G. In 193, Schmidt shows that, far n 2 0, 
-2n<rs~ 1, n, FEZ, the set &(n, r>=(G ] G is a graph with ~(G)=~~G~+r and a(G)> 1, 
and is minimal with this property (with respect to the relation s)l is a matroidal family of 
graphs. He also describes a method to construct new matroidal families of graphs by means of 
so-called partly closed sets. In this paper, an extension of this construction is given. By means of 
s-partly closed subsets of &(n, r), s 3 r, we are able to give sticient and necessary conditions 
for a subset e(n, r) of &(n, r) CO yield a ma~oida~ family of graphs when joined with the set 
!Zl(n, s) of all graphs G ~&(a, :,) which satisfy: If H ~p(n, r), then H&G. In particular, it is 
shown that &(n, r) is not a rnatroidal family of graphs for 13 2. Furthermore, for n 3r: 0, 
1 - 2n < r, n, r E 2, the set of bipartite elements of A(n, r) can be used to construct new 
matroidal families of graphs if -2nd only if s smin(n + r, 1). 
Standard graph theory terminology is used, as found for example in [2], and the 
matroid theory terminology is that of [iO]. Ali graphs considered are assumed to 
be finite and undirected, neither loops nor multiple edges are allowed. A 
~u~ro~~u~ f ~~~y of g$u~~s i a set # fl of connected graphs such that for 
every graph C the edge sets of those subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to 
some element of Jcc are the circuits of a matroid on the edge set of 63. A matroid 
on a finite set S is defined by its circuit axioms, that means it is a family % of 
non-ernpt~~ subsets of S satisfying the following axioms. 
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Let nXI, -2n < 1; n, r E 22. If r < 1, then the set J4(n, 1~) ={G 1 G is graph with’ 
“/ST) = P\L I ~CY( G) + r and (11 (G) > 1, and is minimal with this property (with respect to 
the relation” C, )) is a matroidal family of graphs. 
Schmidt also proved that uncountably many matroidal I’--3ilies of graphs exis:. 
In this connection he used the following method to construct new matroidal 
families of graphs by means of subsets of the sets (!n, r). We introduced thli; 
following notion: 
A family 9 c d(n, r) is called partly closed if it has the following property. IIf 
A,BE~, C=A’UB’, A’=A, B’==B, A’#C, and p(C)=ncu(C)+r+l, then for 
every e E E(A’n B’) there is a D E 9 such that Ds c - e.3 
Schmidt showed the following theorem: 
Let n 3 0, --2~s < r s 0, n, r E Z, and let 9 E Jt(n, r) be partly closed. Then 9 U 9 
is a matroidal family of graphs, if 9 denotes the set of all elements G E .&(n, r + 
which satisfy the condition: If H ~9, then H&G. 
One can atsk whether the assumptions made for this construction are not only 
sufficient but also necessary. In this paper the answer is given to the more general 
question under which conditions a subset 9)(n, r) c_ &I, r) yields a ,matroidal 
family of graphs when joined with the set 9(n, s) s 2 r of graphs G E A(n, s) 
which satisfy: If H E 9)(n, r), then H$ G. For this purpose e partly closed sets 
will be distinguished in the following way: 
Let n>Q, -2n ( rs s, n, r, s E Z. A family 9)(n, r)c JC&(n, r) is called s-pa&y 
closed if it has the following property. If A, B E$P(M, r), C = A’ u B’, A’ = A, 
B’-B, C#A’, and p(C)~m(C)+s, then for every e E E(A’f7 B’) there is 
D E ‘9( n, I) such th;it D s C - e. 
Notice thar, if r s s s t, every t-partly closed family is s-partly closed, too. 
Using this generalization of partly ctosed sets we ca:? S!KW: 
Let n20, -2n < r s s, n, r, s E Z. Let 9(n, P) be a proper subset of 
J&C(n, r) and’ let 9(n, s) be defined as above. Theft 9(n, r) U i%!(n, s) is a matrcidal 
family of graphs if and only if ?. n, r) is s-partly closeld a.nd s s 1. 
As examples the sets bipartite elements of . (rt, r) are proven to be 
min( n + r, l)-partly closed. oreover, it can be sh XX 
Let ~120, l-2n<rss, n,r,ssE. Lz %(n,r) be the set of bipatiite 
(n, r) apld let S!(n, s) be defined as abcwe. Then 9(n, r) U 9(n, s) is a 
mily of graphs if and only if s 6 min(n t r. I). 
’ a(G):= jVCG)j, p(G):= IE(G)l. 
2 if G contains a subgrap 
i G by removirng the edge e. 
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The following statement is fundamental for most of our proofs. It can be shown 
by a slight alteration of the proof of the lemma in [l]. 
(1) Let nao, -2n < r, n, r f Z. If G is a graph satisfying o(G)> new(G)+ r and 
ar (6) > 1, then there is s G with E .M( n, r), and is connected, if P 6 1. 
For the proofs of our theorems we need some prelimin~ies cou~erning proper- 
ties of the sets 
Iff N is a proper subgra$ of G E ~(~, r) with a(H)> 1, it is clear by (1) that 
@(E&S nac(H) + r- 1. But if tide assume that P(H)> 1 the following lemma gives a 
better bound for r g 1. 
Let n a 0, -2n < Y, n, r E Z. For G E Jcc(n, r) every proper subgraph I-f of 
2 1 satisfies 
~(~)~~~~~)+Y-l-(c-l~min(~, l-r), 
where c denotes the number of components of H. 
. We show equivalemly that I e ncy (H) + r - c A- (c - 1) max( I- n, r) by 
induction on c, the case c = 1 being obvious. 
If H = u f+ Hj, let H’ = ! J~z: Hi, where ~(~~~ 3 I can be assumed w.t.o.g. If 
ar(HJ> 1, then 
p(W)Snar(H’)+r--(c-l)+(c-2)max(l-n, r)+nar(H,)+r-1 
QzcY(W)+r-c+(c-2)max(l-n,r)+r, 
. Let r-220, -2n<r~s, n,r,s&Z. If AEM(n,r), BE&t,s), C== 
A’LUS’, A’-A, B’-B, C#B’, and E(A'W3')#& then 
69 (C)a ncll(C)+s + 1 +(c - 1) min(n, l-r), 
seq~er:ce of Le 
f n G 1 this is obvious. pose there exists a (n, it) with 
~1(G)~22n--l. Since &3)2n+2 by Lemma 2, 
wraith is impossible. El 
r, s, n, r, s E h. If A e Jct(n, r), P~,s),C=A*U 
', and at(A'rrB')> 1, then #!I m(C)+t imp 
* Since @(A’ i7 I?‘) = nar(A’fW3’)+r+s-t and &4’17B’)~na(A’fU3’)+ 
in(t;s)--1 by ~~A’~~‘~>l, we see that t>r,s. 
Wow, suppose that there is a proper su b~ap~ D of C with f3 (D) 3 MY (D) + t 
and a(D)> 1, then D$ A’, 43’ by (1), and or(D)>2. Furthermore, we can assume 
that D CT A.‘# A’. 
Suppose that: tu(D f”l A’) = 1, then f-I B’) tJ p, p E Vet) - V(B’) by EC& I?” 
whjch implies @(I3 C? B’) > KU (D n B’) c s and CI! (D n B’) > 1, in ~ontradj~tio.~ to 
(1). Hence (~(r)nA’)>l and ~(D~~A’)Qwx(D~A’)+~--~. 
Now, consider K = (D n B’) U (A’ n B’) ,which is contained in B’. Since 
we have 
) > I which yields a contradiction *to (l), again. IX 
r = I- Zrt the statement is obverses. 
- 212 we use induction on d’, the case s = r b 
For s > r9 choose G E .9(p1, 97 2) and HE 9(n, r) whH 
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)>l there is a L ZZ with L E A(n,, s) by (1). We show that L E S?(n, s). 
on the contrargr t 
which is impossible. 
If ts 2, consider K = G !J Since p(K)ana(K)+s+l there is LsK, LE 
(n, s). Again, using the ind on hypothesis and the fact that all D E 9)(n, r) are 
connected, we conclude that L E 9(n, s). 0 
By using Cc-rollary 1, as in the proof of Theorem 3 in [9] we 
i )* n, s IS a matroidal family if 9(n, r) is s-partly closed and 
If s 2 2, 9(n, r) U S(n, s) is not a matroidal family of graphs since it contains 
disconnected members: If every element of P(n, r) is connected, then there is 
G~s(n, s) by Lemma 5. Consider K=2J,G--e). Then P(K)~ncr(K)+s, a(K)>1 
by s 3 2. Hence, there is L s K, L E &(n, s) by (1). Clearly, L is disconnected. 
Furthermore, 1, E S!(n, s), otherwise there is 2 L, D EP(n, r). But I) is con- 
nected such that D z G - e, in contradiction to G E 5!(n, $1. 
If P(n, r) is not s-partly closed, then there exist A, B E 9(n, r), C = A’ U B’, 
A’=A, B’=B, C#A’ with /~(C)=IWY(~)+?, tss, and an edge e&(A’nEl’) 
such that D$ C-e for all D Eg(n, t). Since C E&n, t) bly Lemma 4, Ip& C-e 
for all D E Jbl(n, s), which finishes the proof. 0 
If CP(n, r) = fl we get: 
Let nM, -2n C r, n, r E Z. ?%en h!(n, r) is a matroidal family of 
only if rS 1. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 we need some further lemmas concerning %(n, r). 
If G and are bipartite graphs, and if G n is connected, then G LJ 
is bipa.rtite. 
Suppose there is an odd cycle C in 
union of disjoint paths the e 
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If i = 1 - 2n this is obvious. 
r > 1 -‘En consider A, E~(H, r), C=A’ with 
E(A’n rst)+@ and ~(C~~~(C)+min~~+$, 1). ’ is connected by 
(2). Mence C is bipartite by Lemma 6. For e E E(A’n B’) there is .D s C-e, 
D E .&(n:, r) which is bipartite, too. q 
a 7. Let na 1, 1--2n<r, n, r&!. Then K,+l,n~+n+r~ CB(n, r). 
G G K,r+l,n2+n+r, G E B(n, r) by (1). 
2 denote the two maximal independent vertex sets of c~dina?ity 
d n2 + E + r respectively, then Lemma 2 implies that W1 c k’(G) and that 
W2 f? ‘J(G) is adjacent to each vertex in W,. I-Ience, G -vK,:+~.~~+,,+.~_.~, 
x 3 0, x E a, su<h that p(G) = @a(G)+ r--x which implies our statement_ Cl 
Let n 2 2, 1 - 2n < r, ~1, r E 2. Let G consist of Kn+l,n2+n+. -1 and a 
n el.n2+,,+r-l) (if n = 2, r = --2, then n”+n--r-l=n+l) which is 
u~~~i~ent to exacdy n -I- 1 ve~.ces of the ~ax~~a~ in~e~en~en~ vertex set of ~~r~i~~~~ 
ity lz’+n+r--1, Then GEB(n, r). 
G is we&defined by the assumptions about n and r. Again by (l), there is 
H s G, WE &(n, r). If Wi and Wz denote the two maximal independent vertex 
sets of cardinal&y n + 1 and n2 + n + r- 1 respectkely, then W1 Up c: W(H) by 
Lemma 7. Let ti’ be obtained from H by joining p to all vertices of W, instead of 
the vertices to which p is adjacent in H. Then ~(~‘~ = ~(~~ and H’= K,it,~2+n+r. 
ence Lemma 7 implies H= G. Cl 
. Let It 2 1, l -2n < rz ~1, r~ Z. Theaz B(n, r)#&(n, r). 
* Consider a graph G E B(n, r) with minimal order. Sinc3 6(G& 2 by 
Lemma 2, G contains a circuit C = (v,, . . . , V-J, k 2-i 2. A non-bipartite gi.aph G’ 
results if we replace the edge (v,, v,) by the edge (vr, v3). There is Hs G’, 
(yl, r) by (lb. Now, either W = G’ or LY (PI 1 c a!(G) which implies our 
statement. U 
For n = 0 by the assumptions on rz and r, P 3 2 which implies 
e statement by means of Theorem 1 (if B(O, r)+.&(O, r)) or Corollary 2 (if 
(0, r) = ~(~, r)). respectively. 
For n 2 1 we can apply Theorem 1 by Lemma 9. Then, for 15 t7b + r, the 
nt fo~l~w~l at once by proposition 1. or 0 + r < 1, b; Theorem 1 and 
tion 1, it remains only to show that, s3 E +r-t 1, then $!I( 
n 3 2 by the assumptions 034 n and r, thkcan 
n+l.n-in+r- 
of the two maximal independent vertex sets WI and W2 of Kn+l,n2+n+r_,. 
C = A’ U B’, where A’ and B’ are graphs which are isomorphic to the graphs of 
Lemma 7 and Lemma 8, respectively, such that A’nB’= Kn+l,~2+n+r_1 Up and 
@(C)l = new(C) + n + r + 1, We show that, for every e? E E(A’n B’), C-e contains 
no element of 58 (n, r). 
Suppose on the contrary that there is D 5 G - e, D E B(n, r). Obviously, p E 
V(D). Let Xc, IXI = x, 1 Y\ = y, where X U V is the set of vertices to 
which p is adjacent in D. bbviously, x, y a 1. Form II’ by adding all edges of 
A’n B’ which join vertices of D. Then fl(r>‘js na!(D’- p)+ r- 1 +x + y, since 
D’-pQC n+l.n’fn+r-l? a(D’ - p) > 1. Now, II’ contains xy triangles each formed 
by p and one vertex in X and Y. D cannot in any of the edges between X 
and I’, since I) is bipartite. Hence, p(D) s )--xv. Now, na2 and x,yal 
implies xy + n > x -I- y such that /3(D) s n;(y (D) + r - 1. contradiction! CI 
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